TRAFFIC JAM
This card allows you to delay other teams 5 minutes in a Roadstop Challenge. Must redeem before the time starts.

TIP JAR
Customer leaves a large tip and gives you 1 additional point in Roadstop Speedbump Challenge. Must redeem before end of challenge.

GUEST CHEF
Redeem this card for 2 minutes of assistance from teacher during a Roadstop or Speedbump Challenge.

CREATIVE COOKBOOK
Redeem this card for 5 additional minutes with a cookbook during Speedbump Challenge.

DOUBLE WHAMMY
This card allows you to double the grocery money awarded in Roadstop or Speedbump Challenge.

SNEAK PEEK
Redeem this card the day before a Speedbump Challenge to get a sneak peek at an ingredient that you will have to use.

SMART SHOPPER COUPON
Redeem this coupon for $2 off item of choice for Regional Challenge.

BEST CUSTOMER
Double a favorite customer's score on a regional challenge and eliminate a low scoring customer.

DISHWASHER
This card allows you to use the dishwasher on your day of choice. Redeem at the beginning of the lab.